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FALKE Ergonomic Sport System Autumn/Winter 2019/20 

FALKE Apparel 

 

Sporty jackets, trousers and tops made of functional materials in the proven FALKE fit 

and high quality make the Apparel collection stand out. Timeless designs that flatter 

the silhouette and feature special details make sports more fun. Convince yourself of 

the FALKE innovations: 

 

Women  

FALKE Ceromony Jacket The highlight for athletes is the new FALKE rain jacket in plain 

design with a high collar that protects against the wind. The wool lining on the inside 

also keeps you comfortably warm.  

FALKE Adrianna Body A modern stand-up collar and the three-quarter sleeves of the 

body make it the perfect companion for yoga exercises or fitness training.  

FALKE Peak Shirt The short-sleeved shirt in two trendy colours features small cutouts at 

the waist for a particularly feminine silhouette.  

 

Men 

FALKE Tour Shirt The casual men's shirt in Space Blue with halfzip and comfortable fit is 

ideal for a variety of sports.  

FALKE Max Longsleeve The sporty long sleeve in retro design is not only an eye-

catcher, but also pleasant to wear thanks to its polyamide/elastane blend. 

FALKE Chrome Longsleeve The long sleeve with stand-up collar keeps the body 

warm with its virgin wool blend and convinces with its modern colour blocking and 

tonal colours. A special feature of the seamless shirt is the extraordinarily soft and 

tight ribbed collar.  
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FALKE Underwear 

New: FALKE Arctic The new ski underwear with warming plush on the inside keeps the 

body pleasantly warm even in the freezing cold. Moreover, the long-sleeved shirts 

and long tights are perfect in combination with FALKE ski socks.  

Trend articles In the FALKE Maximum Warm, Warm and Wool-Tech underwear lines, 

trendy seasonal articles are offered that make a special statement. Elegantly striped 

details, shoulder lines and coloured inserts turn the tops into mid-layers that flatter the 

body.  

 

 


